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Abstract

A system for person-independent classification of hand postures against complex backgrounds in video images is presented. The system

employs elastic graph matching, which has already been successfully applied for object and face recognition. We use the bunch graph

technique to model variance in hand posture appearance between different subjects and variance in backgrounds. Our system does not need a

separate segmentation stage but closely integrates finding the object boundaries with posture classification. q 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All

rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

There are at least three important applications for

automatic classification of hand postures from video

images. First, new gesture based man–machine interfaces

may be devised, which free the human user from

cumbersome input devices such as keyboards, mice, remote

controls and so on (for review see Refs. [1,2]). Second, the

automatic translation of gesture based natural languages

(e.g. the American sign language) is a long-term goal [3].

Third, robots may learn how to handle objects in their

environment by watching human subjects manipulating

them [4]. In all of these domains it is desirable that the

system is able to recognize the posture of the gesturing

hand. Many systems described in the literature (especially

those focusing on dynamic gestures) model the shape of the

hand only very crudely [3,5]. This kind of representation is

too limiting for many applications. For example, in

American sign language the meaning of an utterance

depends critically on the exact posture of the signing

hand. Our goal is to develop a method for accurate

estimation of the posture of the gesturing hand. For real

world applications it is important that the recognition works

despite complex cluttered backgrounds, where there may

not be an easy way of segmenting the hand from the

background [6]. This is arguably the hardest problem in

vision-based gesture recognition [7]. A system requiring a

simple uniform or static background [8] may not be flexible

enough for many real-world applications. Nevertheless,

hardly any work in the literature has dealt with this problem.

Researches mostly try to circumvent the problem by

introducing uniquely colored gloves or requiring the hand

to be the only skin colored object, or the only moving object

in the scene.

The system presented here employs elastic graph

matching for the classification of hand postures in grey-

scale images [9]. Graph matching has already been

successfully applied to object recognition and face recog-

nition [9,10]. It does not require an initial segmentation of

the object from the background, so it might be applicable in

situations where there is no easy way of segmenting the

gesturing hand from the background. The remainder of the

paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our

method. Section 3 presents our results and we conclude with

a discussion in Section 4.

2. Method

In elastic graph matching, objects are represented as
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labeled graphs with an underlying two-dimensional top-

ology [9]. Nodes of the graph are labeled with a local image

description. Edges are labeled with a distance vector. Fig. 1

depicts a graph superimposed on the original image. Elastic

matching of a model graph G to an image means to search

for a set of node positions xn; n ¼ 1;…;N; simultaneously

satisfying two constraints: (1) the local image information at

each node must match the image region around the position

where the node is placed. (2) The distances between the

matched node positions must not differ too much from the

original distances. These demands are expressed by

the definition of similarity functions for the nodes and a

cost function for the edges of the matched graph.

The local image descriptions we use are based on a

wavelet transform with complex Gabor-based kernels:
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These filters are DC-free and hence their responses are

invariant with respect to constant offsets in the grey-level

values of an image. They have the form of a plane wave with

wave-vector k restricted by a Gaussian envelope function

(Fig. 2). The results of convolutions with several filters of

different wave-vector k form a local image description

called jet:

knm ¼ kn eifm with kn ¼ kmax/f n; fm ¼
pm

8
: ð2Þ

We use three scales (n [ {0; 1; 2}) and eight orientations

(m [ {0;…; 7}). Thus our jets have 24 complex com-

ponents. The value f ¼ 1/
ffiffi
2

p
is the spacing factor between

kernels in the frequency domain with kmax ¼ 1:7: The width

of the Gaussian envelope function is given by s/lkl with

s ¼ 2:5: For the comparison of jets two similarity functions

with different properties have been proposed [11]:
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Sabs only uses the magnitudes of the complex filter

responses, Spha also considers their phases. Both functions

yield similarity values between zero and one. While Sabs

slowly changes when J 0 is moved across the image, Spha

varies very rapidly because the phases of filter responses

change significantly on a spatial scale corresponding to the

wave-vector k of strongly responding kernels.

2.1. Bunch-graphs of hand postures

The idea behind the bunch-graph concept [10,11] is to

express the variability in the jets of corresponding points in

several images of an object (e.g. several left eyes of different

persons) by labeling a node with a collection of jets rather

than only a single jet. Here, we extend this idea to not only

represent variations in the object itself but also in the

background. As the hand may appear in front of lighter

Fig. 1. Hand postures are represented by labeled graphs. Nodes are labeled

with local image descriptions. Edges are labeled with a distance vector.

Fig. 2. Gabor-based filters are used to extract jet components. Left: real part, right: imaginary part.
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background in some parts of the image and against darker

background in others, we label the nodes with sets of jets

from training images where the hand appeared against light

or dark background.

For one image of each posture, a graph is created

manually. All graphs have 35 nodes and 70 edges. Node

positions are chosen to lie on the rim of the hand and on

highly textured positions within the hand (Fig. 1). For five

other examples of every posture, a graph is constructed in a

semi-automatic way. The already existing graph is matched

to the image (see below) as a first guess about the correct

node positions for the other images. Then, single node

positions are corrected by hand if they fall on wrong

positions during the matching process. In this way, for each

posture two graphs are constructed for three different

persons—one in front of a light background and one in front

of a dark background. These six graphs for every posture are

then fused into a single bunch-graph (Fig. 3). The lengths of

corresponding edges in the six graphs are averaged, and the

node information attached to each node of the bunch-graph

is a bunch-jet Bn defined as the set of the six jets of that node

n:

Bn ¼ {Jnð1Þ;…; Jnð6Þ}: ð4Þ

For the matching of a bunch-graph, we need a similarity

function comparing the bunch-jets at each node of the

bunch-graph with local image information in a picture. We

define the similarity of a single jet JðxÞ taken at a point x in

an image to a bunch-jet Bn to be the maximum of the

similarities to the constituent single jets [10].

SB
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When a graph G with N nodes is matched to an image at the

node positions xn; its total similarity is given by the average

of all its nodes:
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During the matching process the model graph may be

distorted in order to compensate variations in hand shape.

However, big distortions shall be punished by a topological

cost term. The cost for a single edge Em; m ¼ 1;…;M; is

defined as:

CðEmÞ ¼
lloriginal 2 ldistortedl

loriginal

 !2

: ð8Þ

We use the square of the relative change in length, because

we do not want to punish very small changes but prohibit

large distortions. The topological costs of a graph with M

edges matched to an image are defined as the average cost

for all individual edges:

CG ¼
1

M

X
m

CðEmÞ: ð9Þ

2.2. Matching process

The matching process operates in three steps.

1. Coarse positioning of the graph: The image is scanned in

coarse steps of five pixels in x and y direction without

graph distortion. The local image similarities are

computed without the phase information of the filter

responses, i.e. using SG
abs as the similarity function.

2. Rescaling of the graph: The graph is allowed to grow or

shrink by up to 20% as a whole without relative changes

of the edge lengths. This step compensates for different

sizes of subjects’ hands and different distances from the

camera. Additionally, the graph is allowed to shift its

position by up to twelve pixels in x and y direction. The

local image similarities are again computed using SG
abs:

3. Local diffusion of single nodes: All nodes may shift their

positions by up to four pixels, using phase-sensitive node

similarities and topological costs:

SG
total ¼ SG

pha 2 lCG: ð10Þ

The coefficient l controls the rigidity of the image graph,

large values penalizing distortions more heavily; after

some experiments we settled for a value of l ¼ 0:3: The

algorithm optimizes the positions of the nodes one after

the other. A node is moved exhaustively in a 9 times 9

pixels area around its original position after the rescaling

step. The overall similarity SG
total for each position is

computed and the position with highest similarity is

chosen. Then the next node is moved.

Fig. 3. Creation of a bunch-graph from six single graphs. The bunch-graph

geometry is averaged from the six graphs, the features attached to each node

are sets of six jets composed of the jets of the six constituent graphs.
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For classification the bunch-graphs of all postures are

matched to the input image sequentially. The posture whose

model graph reached the highest similarity is chosen as the

classification result. A typical result of a match is given in

Fig. 4. Not all nodes are placed perfectly but classification is

robust with respect to little imperfections in the matching.

3. Results

Our gallery consists of 10 hand postures (Fig. 5)

performed by 24 persons against three types of back-

grounds: uniform light, uniform dark, and complex. We

recorded 8-bit grey-scale images of 1282 pixels. Each

person performed the 10 postures against all three back-

grounds giving 720 images of which three were lost.1 The

complex backgrounds were paintings, posters, or arrange-

ments of a variety objects. Representative examples of the

complex backgrounds are given in Fig. 6. Also note the

variabilities in size and shape of the hand posture. The

lighting situation was constant during recording of the

images. The images of three persons against light and dark

background (60 images) were the training set and served for

the creation of the model graphs as described above. The

remaining 657 pictures constituted the test set. Thus model

set and test set were disjunct, although the pictures of the

three model subjects taken against complex background

entered into the test set.

The experimental results are summarized in Table 1. Of

the 210 images with light background in the test set 198

were recognized correctly (94.3%). For the dark background

the system correctly recognized 194 out of 208 images

(93.3%). The errors are due to big posture variations

Fig. 4. Matching of a model graph to an image. The model graph is allowed to distort during matching. Not all nodes are placed perfectly. However,

classification is robust with respect to little imperfections.

Fig. 5. The ten postures performed by one subject against uniform light background.

Table 1

Recognition results

Background Number Correct %

Complex 239 206 86.2

Light 210 198 94.3

Dark 208 194 93.3

Total 657 598 91.0

1 Our database is available online (http://www.idiap.ch/marcel/

Databases/main.html) and has been used by a number of research groups

[12].
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between subjects. Of the 239 images with complex back-

grounds the system correctly recognized 206 images

(86.2%). For the misclassified images, errors occur at all

three matching steps:

1. Positioning of the graph may be wrong for the correct

hand posture.

2. The graph may be positioned correctly, but the following

rescaling brings it to a wrong size.

3. The graph is placed and rescaled correctly, but single

nodes are too far away from their correct positions due to

big variations in hand shape. Nodes then diffuse to wrong

locations during the final matching step.

Most errors occur when the system confuses the similar

postures five and six.

4. Discussion

We have applied elastic graph matching to the person-

independent classification of hand postures against complex

backgrounds in grey-level images. The bunch-graph con-

cept has been successfully applied to overcome the

problems of variance in posture performance between

individuals and variances in backgrounds. Considering the

difficulty of this task, our results are very good. The method

is quite robust with respect to moderate rotations in plane or

in depth (up to 10–208) and moderate variations in lighting.

These benefits are largely due to the use of Gabor features in

conjunction with the given similarity functions. Larger in

plane rotations can in principle be handled by allowing the

model graph to freely rotate during matching. In this case,

the Gabor jets at the nodes have to be rotated as well.

Most research in hand gesture recognition (static or

dynamic) assumes that the gesturing hands can be

segmented from the background on the basis of simple

cues such as color, motion, or disparity [13–17]. We

would like to argue, however, that in complex natural

environments this is often not the case. The system

presented by Zhu et al. achieves good results for

segmenting the hand in static images with cluttered

background [18]. However, their method requires the

hand to cover a large portion of the image and some

prior knowledge about the most likely position of the

hand is needed, too. These requirements are difficult to

meet in many applications. It appears that segmentation

cannot always be achieved independently of recognition.

The main strength of our approach is that it does not rely

on a separate segmentation stage but that finding the

object boundaries is closely integrated with recognition

itself. This makes it suitable for situations with complex

backgrounds where segmentation cannot be decoupled

from recognition. This is not to deny that motion and

color processing can be important cues helping in the

segmentation/recognition process. Indeed, the use of

additional color features has recently been shown to

significantly improve the system [19].

In the experiments described above the recognition result

for an input image was simply the graph giving the highest

similarity. In many applications it is necessary to address the

situation that no hand may be in the image at all, i.e. the

significance of a match has to be evaluated. A simple but

effective method to achieve this compares the similarity for

the ‘best’ graph to the distribution of similarities for the

other graphs. The idea is that only if the match of the best

graph is sufficiently better than those of the other graphs will

the match be accepted. Details of such an approach are

given in Ref. [9].

We have demonstrated the applicability of our approach

by creating a gesture interface for an autonomous robot [20].

The robot operates in a pick and place scenario. The user

points to objects with different hand postures to indicate

which object to pick up and how to pick it up, or where to

Fig. 6. Posture number three performed by 10 different subjects in front of ten of the used complex backgrounds.
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put it down. Coarse localization and tracking of the pointing

hand is done with a simple but robust scheme integrating

motion, color, and disparity cues [21]. The system uses a

slightly different set of gestures more suitable for this

particular application and the model graphs have fewer

nodes to make the system fast enough for interaction with a

human operator. The system has performed successfully in

numerous demonstrations.2

The main problem of our current approach are large

geometric variations between different instantiations of the

same posture. These variations require the bunch-graph to

be greatly distorted. By reducing topological costs big

distortions of the graph become possible, but then every

node can easily reach a number of false targets and the

overall performance becomes worse. What is needed is a

way of adequately representing the likely distortions of

different instantiations of a posture. A promising approach

may be to model graph distortions with principal component

analysis as has been demonstrated for faces by Lanitis et al.

[22]. This would seem to require hand labeling image

correspondences in a much bigger training set than we have

used here. However, Wieghardt recently showed that, at

least for faces, the space of typical deformation patterns can

be learned with only a relatively small set of labeled face

landmarks and a large gallery of unlabeled faces [23].

Another promising idea is the introduction of hierarchical

object graphs that might allow different sources of

geometric distortions (e.g. different finger shapes/sizes

versus different relative positioning of fingers) to be

compensated at the most suited hierarchy level. This idea

could be regarded as a compromise between a purely view-

based technique and a model-based technique, i.e. a method

employing a kinematic model of the hand [24].

Another weakness of the approach is its high compu-

tational complexity. The current method requires several

seconds to analyze a single image if no special hardware is

used. The introduction of hierarchical hand posture models

that can share constituent parts of the hand among them may

provide substantial benefits.
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